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(above, middle) NOW PLAYING: a screen-printed playbill-like invitation featured the Cotton Dock. (above, right) FLOWER POWER: 
sara’s relatives arranged small bouquets to accompany the larger florals created by ooh! events. (above) SPHERE OF INFLUENCE: 
some time, plus twine, glue, and light kits from IKea, led to a sea of homemade, homespun lanterns. 

(above) STAMP IT 
OUT: the wedding’s 

tie-the-knot motif 

appeared on pretzel 

favor bags with custom, 

inked on text thanks to 

simon’s stamps. (right) 

POM PARTY: sara 

and her aunts made a 

cluster of paper pom-

poms (see theKitchn.

com for step-by-step 

directions) to top the 

hummingbird cake from 

the Village Bakery.  
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Sara Lofton & Gregg Pavone
March 9, 2012, The Cotton Dock at Boone Hall Plantation

as owners of Charleston-based Limelight Custom Sign Co., it made sense for Sara Lofton and 

Gregg Pavone to channel their talents into their Big Day. While they created the invitations, 

favors, and signage, their most ambitious project was a collection of 20 twine lanterns 

for the reception area. “It was a ton of work and pretty messy, but they had exactly the impact 

I wanted,” Sara says. And while she and Gregg took a lot on themselves, they also relied on Ooh! 

Events for assistance. No stranger to enthusiastic DIYers, Ooh!’s Lisa Thomas says she often helps 

couples pare down overly ambitious project lists. “The day goes by so fast and thinking that you 

and your family can do too much creates undue stress,” Lisa says. “Planners steer you away from 

‘penny wise and pound foolish’ situations and help you achieve your dream day.” In the end, says 

Sara, “People loved our wedding because it was so ‘us.’” —Erica Curran Jackson
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 “By the end of the night, everything had come together 

and we were able to share our special day with our  

favorite friends and family. It absolutely made all the stress worth it.”  

—Sara pavone

BASKET CASE: ooh!’s 
planners captured the 
couple’s vision of a 
rustic-chic reception 
by dressing farm tables 
with burlap runners  
and accenting them 
with antique apple 
baskets turned into 
lantern shades.  

Michelle
Highlight


